10 comments on “Only Time (2 Violins and Banjo)”
Patrick P. Says:
Wednesday, June 24, 2009 @7:00:00 AM
Very nice arrangement, five stars for you !

Shilohbanjoman Says:
Thursday, June 25, 2009 @12:18:00 AM
That's excellent Manuel!. Isn't this an Enya song?
Banjowen Says:
Friday, June 26, 2009 @1:51:00 AM
Absolutely wonderful.
Laurence Diehl Says:
Tuesday, July 07, 2009 @1:50:00 PM
Manuel, I must have missed this one somehow.
Yes, I like these slow tunes that bring out the
beauty of the instruments. They are just as hard,
or harder to play than the fast tunes, with more
emphasis on tone and taste! That is a nice
arrangement!!
Thanks,
Laurence
The KIDD Says:
Friday, July 10, 2009 @9:39:00 AM
Nice arr.!!! Has some nice change ups. And as
usual , executed excellently with your expert
touch.Well written Manuel !!! John

pelowt Says:
Sunday, July 12, 2009 @6:31:00 PM
Excellent! It's nice hearing a banjo playing smooth
and silky. Kuddos on the violin also. It really adds
a nice dimension to the song. Ted

Calbri Says:
Monday, August 10, 2009 @2:25:00 AM
Such an enchanting piece 5 stars!! = )
Tuneager Says:
Monday, January 04, 2010 @11:53:00 AM
Pure beauty!

Tuneager Says:
Monday, January 18, 2010 @6:10:00 AM
Such a beautiful melody. Very nice the way the
banjo introduces the tune and then the violin
comes in right at the perfect time. Enya did some
interesting music, and I don't listen to much pop
music myself. This tune required me posting the
lyrics, they're fitting:
Who can say where the road goes,
Where the day flows, only time?
And who can say if your love grows,
As your hearth chose, only time?
Who can say why your heart sights,
As your live flies, only time?
And who can say why your heart cries
when your love lies, only time?
Who can say when the roads meet,
That love might be ,in your heart?
and who can say when the day sleeps,
and the night keeps all your heart?
Night keeps all your heart.....
Who can say if your love groves,

As your heart chose, only time?
And who can say where the road goes
Where the day flows, only time?
Who knows? Only time
Who knows? Only time
Unclouie Says:
Thursday, January 26, 2012 @5:21:00 PM
Very Nice.

	
  

